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Introduction

Internal gravity waves (GWs) play a significant role for
the energy and momentum budget of Earth’s upper at-
mosphere [Yiğit and Medvedev, 2015]. Their importance
is increasingly acknowledged in the Martian upper at-
mosphere as well. GWs are generated in the lower at-
mosphere, propagate upward growing in amplitude and
produce substantial body forces at higher altitudes. GW
dissipation in the upper atmosphere and the resulting dy-
namical and thermal effects are a manifestation of vertical
coupling on Mars. Recent modeling studies have demon-
strated appreciable dynamical [Medvedev et al., 2013] and
thermal effects [Medvedev and Yiğit, 2012] on the Martian
middle and upper atmosphere.

Carbon Dioxide ice clouds have routinely been ob-
served in the Martian mesosphere in the last 20 years by a
number of authors [Clancy and Sandor, 1998; Montmessin
et al., 2007; Sefton-Nash et al., 2013; Määttänen et al.,
2013; McConnochie et al., 2010]. Previous global mod-
eling studies of the Martian atmosphere have not been
able to produce the necessary very cold mesospheric
temperatures, which the detected occurrence of these
clouds in the mesosphere imply. Though, for example
the mesoscale modeling study of Spiga et al. [2012] have
indicated a possible role of GW effects on the formation
of ice clouds. Previous studies have emphasized the
dynamical coupling between the lower atmosphere and
terrestrial polar mesospheric clouds [Siskind et al., 2011].
On Mars, A comprehensive modeling study of the role
of GWs on the formation of clouds is yet to be under-
taken. In this work, we report on our recent research
activity on the general circulation modeling study of the
role of small-scale GWs in forming CO2 ice clouds [Yiğit
et al., 2015a]. We use the Max Planck Institute Martian
General Circulation Model (MPI-MGCM), incorporat-
ing the whole atmosphere GW parameterization of Yiğit
et al. [2008], in order to assess the dynamical and ther-
mal role of GWs of lower atmospheric origin on the
formation of CO2 ice clouds. In the next sections we
describe the GW scheme, the MGCM and our results on
the analysis of wave effects on the high-altitude CO2 ice
clouds.

The Martian General Circulation Model

The Max Planck Institute Martian General Circulation
Model (MPI-MGCM) is a first-principle time-dependent
general circulation model that solves the basics con-
servation laws of energy, momentum, and mass from
the surface up to the lower thermosphere (∼ 150 − 160
km). Its most recent version is discussed in the work
by Medvedev et al. [2016]. The topography is described
by the Mars digital elevation model derived from the
Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) profiles [Dela-
court et al., 2003]. The standard version of the model has
67 hybrid vertical levels, which are terrain-following in
the lower atmosphere and pressure-based in the upper at-
mosphere, and T21 horizontal spectral truncation (36×
64 longitude×latitude grid points). The model includes
all the relevant physics and chemistry for the lower and
upper atmosphere. We have radiative schemes, which
account for absorption by dust [Nakajima and Tanaka,
1986] and CO2 in IR and visible, for non-LTE CO2

effects in the middle atmosphere [Gusev and Kutepov,
2003], UV and EUV in the upper atmosphere, eddy
and molecular diffusion, CO2 condensation/sublimation
scheme, and energy processes on the surface. The ef-
fects of the subgrid-scale GWs are incorporated via the
Yiğit et al. [2008] extended scheme.

The Extended Gravity Wave Parameterization

The gravity wave parameterization developed by Yiğit
et al. [2008] is the first GW scheme that calculates GW
effects in the whole atmosphere system. It is suitable
for use in all planetary atmosphere GCMs in order to
represent the subgrid-scale GW effects. Attenuation of
GWs in the lower and middle atmosphere as well as
in the thermosphere-ionosphere are calculated by taking
into account nonlinear diffusive damping βj

non, turbulent
viscosity βj

eddy, molecular diffusion and thermal conduc-
tion βj

mol, ion drag βj
ion, and radiative damping βj

rad as
follows

βj
tot = βj

non + βj
mol + βj

ion + βj
rad + βj

eddy (1)

The scheme assumes a distribution of GW activ-
ity at a given source level in the lower atmosphere and
the interaction of these waves with the atmosphere and
with other waves (i.e., βj

tot > 0) in the spectrum are
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Figure 1. Mean (40 sol) (a) zonal mean neutral temperature T (contour lines) and gravity wave-induced temperature
perturbation |T ′| (color shaded) in Kelvin degrees; (b) probability P of CO2 ice cloud formation in percentage (blue
shaded), and the geopotential height of the corresponding pressure levels in kilometers (contours).

The simulated temperature T (black contours) and GW activity |T ′| (color shades) are plotted in Figure 1a in the
form of zonally and temporally averaged pressure-latitude cross sections. The GW activity varies appreciably
both with height and latitude. Temperature fluctuations increase with altitude from about 2 K near the source
in the troposphere (at 260 Pa), peak near the mesopause (∼105 km) with |T ′| ∼ 12 K around low latitudes, and
reach 20 K in the polar regions in both hemispheres. Enhanced GW activity in the mesopause regions occurs as
a result of exponential amplitude growth due the density decay and the attenuation of upward propagating
lower atmospheric GWs by nonlinear diffusion and increasing molecular viscosity. Selective filtering of GW
harmonics by the winds is also at play and is mainly responsible for the latitudinal distribution of |T ′|.
CO2 condensation requires a temperature drop below the saturation level, which is calculated in our model
with the Clausius-Clayperon relation as the function of pressure. Our GCM does not include a detailed
cloud microphysics. Instead, the process of ice particle nucleation is accounted for by a significant degree
of supersaturation: CO2 ice is considered to be formed at pressures 1.35 times larger than that from the
Clausius-Clayperon relation, as suggested by Glandorf et al. [2002] and utilized by Kuroda et al. [2013]. As
already mentioned, temperature T in our simulations never fell below thus defined saturation level Ts, which
can also be seen in Figure 1a. However, taking excursions around the resolved temperature induced by param-
eterized small-scale GWs into account can yield the necessary CO2 ice condensation conditions. Having no
way of knowing individual wave profiles, one nevertheless can argue that condensation may occur only when
T−|T ′| ≤ Ts. We count these events at every time step over the course of model integration, and their number
(divided by the total number of time steps) defines the probability P of CO2 ice cloud formation over the time
period. Alternatively, the value of P shows the percentage of time when supersaturation conditions exist.

Figure 1b presents thus calculated P in percentage (shaded), and the geopotential height in kilometers is
overplotted with contours for more convenient visualization of geographical altitudes. It is seen that chances
of encountering CO2 supersaturation conditions increase rapidly with height from the upper mesosphere
upward. Visual inspection of Figures 1a and 1b reveals that there is a remarkable correlation between the
GW-induced temperature perturbations and the chances of CO2 clouds to form. The largest probabilities
are around the mesopause (P up to 10% at low latitudes and exceed 20% at high latitudes). More pockets
of cold air with subcondensation temperatures in these regions are due to the combined effect of glob-
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Figure 1: Pressure-latitude cross sections of the simulated
40-sol mean zonal mean (a) gravity wave induced temperature
fluctuations |T ′| (red shading) and the neutral temperature in
K (contour); (b) probability P in percentage of CO2 ice cloud
formation. The mean geopotential height in km is plotted in
panel b [Yiğit et al., 2015a, Figure 1].

evaluated iteratively for every model grid point and ver-
tical level. For each model time step, the scheme pro-
duces the amount of acceleration/deceleration (drag),
heating/cooling, and mixing, which are accounted for
in the conservation of momentum, energy, and continu-
ity in the MGCM. Most recently, the scheme has been
used in order to interpret MAVEN observation of ther-
mospheric GW activity [Yiğit et al., 2015b].

Model Experiment Design

The model was run for 40 sols in a day-stepping mode,
approximately corresponding to Ls = 0 − 20◦, that is,
for a northern hemisphere spring equinox. The low-dust
optical depth (τ = 0.2 in visible) appropriate for this
season, and constant low-solar flux of F10.7 = 80×10−22

W m−2 Hz−1 were used throughout the simulations.
Model mean fields to be shown have been calculated as
40-sol averaged fields.

Linking Gravity Wave Activity and Cloud Formation

For each model grid point and time step the Yiğit et al.
[2008] scheme calculates the vertical profiles the am-
plitude of the wave-induced horizontal velocity fluc-
tuations, u′i, for each harmonic in the spectrum. The
root-mean-square fluctuations include the contributions
from all harmonics and describes the net GW induced
fluctuations |u′|. Assuming that the GW kinetics and the
potential energies are equal, we have

Ek = Ep =
1

2
|u′| = 1

2

(
g

N

)2 |T ′2|
T 2

, (2)

where g = 3.72m s−2 is the acceleration of gravity on the
Martian surface, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and
T is the neutral temperature resolved by the model, the
total wave-induced RMS temperature perturbations |T ′|
can be computed from |u′|, where |T ′| does not include
any information about phases of the waves. Individual
wave-induced temperature fluctuations in each point are,
thus, bound by |T ′|: −|T ′| ≤ T ′ ≤ |T ′|.

Figure 1 presents (a) the mean zonal mean neu-
tral temperature and the GW-wave induced tempera-
ture fluctuations |T ′|; (b) the resulting probability P of
CO2 ice cloud formation in percentage. Gravity waves
produce the largest temperature fluctuations around the
mesopause region and in the lower thermosphere, ex-
ceeding 20 K at high-latitudes. In the coldest regions,
GWs produce the largest thermal effects. As a conse-
quence, the peak probability of cloud formation of up
to 20% is encountered in the regions of largest GW ac-
tivity around 95–120 km. These results predict cloud
formation that are higher in altitude than the previous
observations of clouds.

So what are the possible geographical variations in
the ice clouds? Figure 2 demonstrates 40-sol mean
latitude-longitude distributions of |T ′| (in panels a and
b) and the cloud formation probability P (in panels c
and d) in the upper mesosphere at p = 10−3 Pa (a and c)
and around the mesopause at 10−4 Pa (b and d), where
also topographic features are indicated in panel (d). Sig-
nificant amount of spatial variability in GW temperature
fluctuations are seen. |T ′| values reach from 4-12 K
in the upper mesosphere to values exceeding 20 K in
the mesopause region. The simulated cloud probability
distribution demonstrate significant spatial correlation
with the GW thermal activity. Peak probabilities are
seen around the equator and at high-latitudes around
60◦W-120◦W and 60◦E-120◦E, where GW activity typ-
ically peaks. The geographical regions partially agree
with the findings of Spiga et al. [2012].

Results suggest that GW effects constitute an im-
portant physical mechanism contributing to cloud for-
mation. GW effects are expected to demonstrate local
time variations as well due to the dependence of the
wave propagation and dissipation on the background
atmosphere. So, to what extend is cloud formation a
function of the local time variations of GWs? Figure
3 presents the geographical distributions of |T ′| and P
(a) at local night 0200 LT and (b) during day 1400 LT.
Significant GW activity and cloud formation are seen
at night demonstrating a large geographical correlation.
At around 60◦W-120◦W and 60◦E-120◦E, large cloud
fomatin probability of more than 30% coincides with
strong GW-induced temperature fluctuations of up to 20
K.
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Figure 2. Geographical distribution of (a and b) the mean gravity wave-induced temperature perturbations |T ′| in Kelvin and (c and d) the probability of CO2 ice
cloud formation P in percentage at 10−3 (Figures 2a and 2c) and 10−4 Pa (Figures 2b and 2d). Dashed lines in Figures 2c and 2d show the main topographical
features from low (blue) to high levels (red).

ally lowest temperatures and largest GW perturbations. In the upper mesosphere P is up to 5% around the
equator. It approximately matches the region where the CO2 clouds have been observed over this season
[e.g., Sefton-Nash et al., 2013, and references therein], while capturing the fact that the cloud events are rel-
atively rare. If subgrid-scale GW effects are not included in simulations, the supersaturation of CO2 does not
occur at all, that is, P = 0 globally (not shown).

These results indicate that (1) if subgrid-scale GW effects are included, then the supersaturation condition
is fulfilled globally in up to > 20% of the time in the mesosphere and mesopause region over a large range
of altitudes and latitudes and (2) regions of most probable cloud formation coincide with the places of
enhanced GW activity. A note of caution should be added here. Due to the parameterized nature of GWs in
our simulations, the occurrences of clouds are not deterministic. Probability P quantifies regions where CO2

condensation is most likely, but individual temperature profiles may not yield temperatures below Ts due to
particular phases of the harmonics and their interference.

4. Mean Geographical Distribution

We next investigate the geographical details of the modeled link between the GW-induced temperature fluc-
tuations |T ′| and the probability of CO2 ice cloud formation P. Figure 2 presents the mean latitude-longitude
cross sections of |T ′| (a and b) and P (c and d) at two representative pressure levels in the upper mesosphere
and around the mesopause, p= 10−3 Pa (a and c) and 10−4 Pa (b and d), respectively. Major topographic
features are indicated in the lower panels with blue-to-red (that is, low-to-high levels) contour scales.

There is a significant amount of spatial variability in the distribution of |T ′| at both altitudes, in particular,
around the mesopause. In the mesosphere, GW-induced temperature variations can reach 4–12 K, while
higher up around the mesopause, |T ′| is up to> 20 K. Distributions of cloud formation probability P show also
a marked spatial variability with larger values concentrated mainly around the high latitudes and the equa-
tor in the mesosphere with peak values of P ∼2–3% around 60∘W–120∘W and P ∼14 % around 60∘E–160∘E.
These regions partially coincide with those where clouds have been observed more often [Spiga et al., 2012,
Figure 2]. There is an appreciable probability of cloud formation around the mesopause region. Very large
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Figure 2: Gravity wave induced temperature fluctuations (upper panels) and the probability of cloud formation (lower panels) at
around the upper mesosphere (p = 0.001Pa) and the mesopause/lower thermosphere (p = 0.0001 Pa) region [Yiğit et al., 2015a,
Figure 2].

Summary

Using a Martian General Circulation Model extending
from the surface to the lower thermosphere, including
a state-of-the-art subgrid-scale gravity wave parameter-
ization [Yiğit et al., 2008], we have presented the first
global-scale investigation of the effects of small-scale
GWs on the formation of Martian high-altitude Car-
bon Dioxide ice clouds, specifically focusing on the
mesopause and lower thermosphere region. We have
undertaken model simulations for the northern hemi-
sphere spring equinox conditions Ls = 0 − 20◦ and at
low solar activity and presented the associated mean GW
effects on cloud formation. The main inferences of our
study are as follows:

• GWs propagate into the upper mesosphere and
thermosphere with significant amplitudes.

• GW-induced temperature fluctuations peak at high-
latitudes in the mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere with amplitudes reaching 20 K.

• Small-scale GW activity in the Martian meso-
sphere and lower thermosphere facilitate CO2 ice
cloud formation. Without accounting for the ef-
fects of GWs, the models cannot produce suffi-
ciently low temperatures and clouds are not formed.

• The geographical distribution of GW activity and
the probability of cloud formation demonstrate
appreciable spatial variability. Overall, clouds

have high chances of forming in the regions of
peak wave activity.

• The predicted cloud formation probabilities peak
at night locally exceeding 30% as a result of cold
background temperatures and enhanced GW ac-
tivity.

• More clouds are predicted at higher altitudes than
what the Martian observations have indicated so
far. Further studies are needed in order to inves-
tigate the nature of high-altitude clouds and tech-
niques of better observing their characteristics.

Overall, our studies have demonstrated that GW ther-
mal effects produce global cooling in the Martian atmo-
sphere [Medvedev and Yiğit, 2012; Medvedev et al., 2015],
as was previously demonstrated in the case of the terres-
trial thermosphere [Yiğit and Medvedev, 2009], in addition
to the local temperature fluctuations, and should be ac-
counted for in the studies of Martian high-altitude cloud
formation and variability.
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Figure 3. Latitude-longitude cross sections of the simulated GW-induced temperature fluctuations (contours), and the probability P of CO2 supersaturation (blue
shaded) around the mesopause (p = 0.0001 Pa) during (a) local night (0200 LT) and (b) local afternoon (1400 LT). Contour intervals are 3 K.

values of P are seen, in particular, at low latitudes and near both poles with values exceeding 24% locally. Over-
all, the results indicate that there exists a very good geographical correlation between the GW activity, and
the chances of mesospheric CO2 ice clouds to form, especially, near the mesopause. Locations of such spots of
high wave activity (and cloud formation as well) are not clearly linked down to surface features. This is because
the GW parameterization accounts for “non-orographic” waves, which propagate to the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere more favorably than their topographically forced counterparts with very slow observed
phase speeds. The regions of enhanced |T ′| are apparently the results of modulation of GW propagation by
larger-scale meteorological features in the underlying layers, by quasi-stationary waves, for instance.

5. Local Time and Universal Time Variations

The majority of observations of mesospheric CO2 ice clouds have been performed from spacecraft inserted on
polar orbits (Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Express, Mars Odyssey, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter). This means
that the measurements were always taken at narrow intervals of local times, mainly on a dayside of the planet.
To investigate how this may bias the cloud statistics, we plotted the simulated distributions at certain local
daytime and nighttime, as if they were observed from such an orbiter. Figure 3 presents the latitude-longitude
distributions of the GW-induced temperature perturbations |T ′| (contours) and probability of CO2 supersat-
uration P (blue shadings) at 0200 LT (a) and 1400 LT (b) in the mesopause region at p = 0.0001 Pa, where the
coldest mean temperatures and largest GW-induced temperature fluctuations coexist.

It is immediately seen that more clouds have chances to form at nighttimes. Because most of cloud obser-
vations took place on the dayside of the orbits, our results may serve as an indication that the amount of
such clouds on Mars is underestimated. Magnitudes of GW activity |T ′| are approximately equal throughout
all local times; however, mean temperatures T vary significantly. With colder nightside T , the supersaturation
condition T − |T ′| ≤ Ts occurs more often, while local enhancements of |T ′| and P still substantially correlate.

Further insight into how subgrid-scale GWs mediate CO2 ice cloud formation can be gained from Figure 4. It
shows universal time variations of the simulated wave activity |T ′| and probability of condensation P. Figure 4a
presents the Hovmöller diagram (longitude versus time) for these quantities where they are the largest in
our simulations: over the equator at around the mesopause level (p = 0.0001 Pa). It demonstrates that cloud
occurrences are extremely localized in space and time and may appear as almost random. However, west-
ward propagating variations of P with clear migrating diurnal and semidiurnal tide signatures can be seen.
Regions of high wave activity are also modulated by the diurnal and semidiurnal solar tides. Although there is
a strong correlation between |T ′| and P, not all maxima of GW activity are accompanied by CO2 condensation
conditions. Figure 4b displays this with the height-universal time cross sections. Tides affect GW propagation
mainly by altering zonal winds. Therefore, maxima of GW activity (contours) are phase shifted with respect to
peaks of tidally modulated temperature T . Condensation occurs only when and where T and |T ′| appropri-
ately match the saturation condition (shaded areas). Thus, our simulations provide further illustration for the
hypothesis of Clancy and Sandor [1998] regarding the combined role of tides and GWs in mesospheric CO2

cloud formation.
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Figure 3: Mean gravity wave induced temperature fluctuations (red contour lines) and the probability of cloud formation (blue
shading) at local night (0200 LT, panel a) and local afternoon (1400 LT, panel b) [Yiğit et al., 2015a, Figure 3].
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